From Big Data to Big Information and Big Knowledge: the Case of Earth Observation Data
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1 INTRODUCTION
Some particularly important rich sources of open and free big geospatial data are the Earth observation (EO) programs of various countries such as the Landsat program of the US and the Copernicus programme of the European Union. EO data is a paradigmatic case of big data and the same is true for the big information and big knowledge extracted from it. EO data (satellite images and in-situ data), and the information and knowledge extracted from it, can be utilized in many applications with financial and environmental impact in areas such as emergency management, climate change, agriculture and security. This potential has not been fully realized up to now, because EO data and the information and knowledge extracted from it “is hidden” in various archives operated by NASA, ESA and national space agencies. Therefore, a user that would like to develop an application needs to search in these archives, discover the needed data and information and integrate it in his application. In this tutorial we show how to “break these silos open” by publishing their data as RDF, enable their discovery by modern search engines, interlink it with other relevant data, and make it freely available on the Web to enable the easy development of geospatial applications.

The tutorial will start by explaining why EO data is a paradigmatic case of big data giving rise to all relevant challenges, the so-called 5 Vs: volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value. Examples of big EO data, information and knowledge will be given for the case of the Copernicus programme of the European Union (http://copernicus.eu/).

The life of big EO data starts with its generation in the ground segment of a satellite mission. The management of this so-called payload data is an important activity of the ground segments of satellite missions. Figure 1 gives a high-level view of the data science pipeline for linked EO data that we have developed and used in the projects TELEIOS (http://www.earthobservatory.eu/), LEO (http://www.linkedeodata.eu/), MELODIES (http://www.melodiesproject.eu/), Copernicus App Lab (http://www.app-lab.eu/) and Big Data Europe (https://www.big-data-europe.eu/).
The pipeline starts with EO datasets in various formats that are made freely available in the archives of space agencies like ESA and NASA, and ends with the deployment of an interactive visual application that uses EO data, information and knowledge together with other collateral data (e.g., open government data, closed enterprise data, model data etc.) using linked data technologies. Each stage of the pipeline and its associated techniques and software tools developed by the presenters will be surveyed in the tutorial. The tutorial will also pay artistic attention to the latest developments of the BigEarth project (http://bigearth.eu/) that has been funded by the European Research Council (ERC) and aims at providing a powerful capability to quickly and accurately access and extract vital information for observing the Earth from big EO archives. Related work by other researchers will also be covered in depth. Finally, open problems and directions for future research in this area will also be discussed.

Some of our work in the last 8 years in this area, which is the basis for a large part of this tutorial, is summarized in [1, 2]. The relevant tools supporting the linked EO data pipeline (Strabon, Ontop-spatial, GeoTriples, Silk and Sextant) are available as open source on the Web site http://kr.di.uoa.gr/.

2 INTENDED AUDIENCE

The tutorial is aimed at database, information retrieval and knowledge management researchers who would like to understand the state of the art and open problems in data science pipelines for EO data and linked geospatial data, and practitioners who would like to develop applications using existing tools. The tutorial assumes familiarity with RDF, SPARQL and geospatial data.
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